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Some context
●
●
●

Why were the electron and muon different?
Perl believed an answer to the e-μ problem might be found by looking for a
new heavy lepton
Multiple lepton theories;
○
○
○
○
○
○

Sequential leptons,
Excited leptons,
Paraleptons,
Ortholeptons,
Long-lived leptons
Stable leptons

Tau decay

Tau decay and e+ e- annihilation
●

Decays of interest were;

●

The signature of these decays in the experiment were known as e-μ events;
e+ + e- ➝ e± + μ∓ + ≥ 2 missing particles
In the proposal for the Mark 1 detector at SLAC, searching for a new heavy
lepton was given last three pages with a 10 page supplement
A senior figure at SLAC stated “Ha, heavy leptons! If Martin discovers that we
will let him publish it by himself”

●
●

Mark 1 detector (1975)
●

“It was obsolete before it was built”

●

Electron and photon detectors used 24
lead-scintillator shower counters- scratched
during construction

●

Electron identified by pulse height > 0.5 GeV

●

Muon identified by (a) being detected in
muon chamber and (b) small pulse height

●

95% photon detection efficiency at 200 MeV

Initial results (1975)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Observed 3 prong and 2 prong events. 3 prong events defined as hadronic
so can be discarded. This left 25300 leptonic 2 prong events
Requiring an acoplanar angle > 20 degrees reduced 25300 events to 2493
Most reliable identification for particle with momentum > 0.65 GeV/c reducing
number of events to 513
Requirement of no associated photons reduced events to 24 so-called
signature events
Results rule out two-virtual photon events
4.7±1.2 misidentified e-μ events

Initial Results
●

Low collinear angles,
characteristic of decay of pair
of particles

●

At least two particles escaped
detection
Measured mass to be 1.6-2.0
GeV/c2

●

Initial results (problems)
●
●

●
●

Data seemed to suggest meson decay
rather than heavy lepton decay
Particle misidentification couldn’t be
ruled out totally (were the missing
particles n, K0L?)
The recently discovered D meson has a
similar mass and production threshold
Theories absolutely required a 4th quark,
there was no such requirement for a
third lepton

Detector upgrade (Tower of Power)
●
●
●

●

Charm particles could decay to
muons
Identifying the decaying particles
required better muon detection
Muon identification improved by
adding barium-loaded concrete
to the top of the detector
Located on top of the detector as
that was the only place with the
necessary room

Further work
●

Published confirmation of three
body decay by looking at
momentum distribution

●
●

Best fit for three body lepton decay
Now needed to confirm what the
missing particles were

What were the missing particles?
●
●
●
●

Not neutron
Not kaon
Looked at ALL events with
e± + μ ∓
Did not observe enough ˠ,
Π0 , or other charged
particles in general to
conclude that these
●
escaped detection in
signature events.
●

What else can’t you detect? Concluded they
must be neutrinos
Further evidence for a new lepton

From 1976 to present
●
●
●
●

●

Outside confirmation from PLUTO at DORIS and DASP in 1977 definitively
proved the existence of the tau and separated it from the D meson
Mass estimates were revised from 1807±20 MeV/c2 to 1776.9±0.5 MeV/c2
Lifetime was measured (around the time of discovery) to be 4.6±1.9x10-13 s
Experimental results agreed
Present value
with theory that the tau was a Property
point particle
Tau mass
(1776.86±0.12)MeV/c2
Upper limit of mass of tau
Tau lifetime
2.903±0.005 x10-13s
neutrino estimated to be 600
Tau spin
½
MeV/c2
Tau neutrino mass

<2eV/c2

Summary
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Doubts about existence of the tau started before the SLAC Mark 1 was built
Accurately removing events due to background was key to discovering tau
Biggest uncertainty was identification of missing particles as neutrinos and not
other candidates (as the detector used was poor) not overcoming statistical
uncertainties
Events rejected using thresholds that minimised background while still
retaining a detectable signal
The Charm particle has a similar mass and decay modes and was confused
with the tau in experiments for a number of years
Won the nobel prize in physics in 1995 along with discovery of neutrinos
Today we know the tau has many decay modes, both leptonic and hadronic
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